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Abstract
This work-in-progress report describes our approach to expressive rhythm generation. So far, music generation systems have mostly focused on discrete time modelling. Since musical performance and perception unfolds in time, we see continuous time modelling as a more realistic approach. Here we present work towards a continuous time rhythm generation system.
In our model, two neural networks are combined within one integrated system. A novel Adaptive Frequency Neural Network (AFNN) models the perception of changing periodicities in metrical structures by entraining and resonating nonlinearly with a rhythmic input. A Recurrent Neural Network models longer-term temporal relations based on the AFNN's response and generates rhythmic events.
We outline an experiment and evaluation method to validate the model and invite the MUME community's feedback.

Introduction
“Composition is not a matter of filling or dividing time, but rather of generating time.” (Roads 2014)
When we listen to or perform music, a fundamental necessity is to understand how the music is organised in time (Honing 2012). Musical time is often thought of in terms of two related concepts: the ‘pulse’ and the ‘metre’ of the music. The pulse is the periodic rhythm we perceive within the music that we can tap along to. The metre extends the pulse to a multi-level hierarchical structure. Lower metrical levels divide the pulse into smaller periods and higher levels extend the pulse into bars, phases and even higher order forms (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983).
This gives the impression that rhythm is all about dividing or combining periods together, perfectly filling time with rhythmic events. However, in performance this is rarely the case; musicians have been shown to deviate from the pulse in subtly complex ways, and sometimes employ this as an expressive device (Räsänen et al. 2015; Clarke 1988).
Examining expressive qualities of music performance has been ongoing since the Ancient Greeks (Gabrielsson and Lindström 2010). Today if a performance is too well-timed it is often viewed as being ‘robotic’, lacking in expressive temporal dynamics (Kirke and Miranda 2009).
In the above quote, Roads muses that the composer has the power to provide a subjective experience of time to the listener, via their perception of rhythmic events. Roads (2014) considers mainly computer music, where a composer has direct control over the timing of these events, but it is quite possible to extend this view on to every genre of music performed by human or machine.
As the performer expressively varies the temporal dynamics, the perceived metrical structure is perturbed. Even when the outer metrical structure remains consistent, which is often the case, the listener’s perception of musical time is affected, along with any expectation of rhythmical events. Thus, any endogenous sense of pulse and metre is always in flux throughout the listening process.
Our research explores a machine learning approach to expressive rhythm generation addressing all of the aspects above. Rather than separate rhythm generation into two distinct event creation and expressive playback phases, we are attempting a holistic approach based on cognitive models of metre perception. Our system outputs in continuous time, meaning there is no prior or external knowledge of tempo or metre beyond a single time-series input. In order to achieve this continuous generative output, we also propose methods for improving the modelling and processing of rhythm, pulse and metre in computer science, which can still struggle with varying tempo and expressive timing.
Our proposed generative model incorporates a novel variation on the Gradient Frequency Neural Network (GFNN; Large 2010), which we have named an Adaptive Frequency Neural Network (AFNN). An AFNN is an oscillating neural network model based on the neuro-cognitive model of nonlinear resonance and models the way the nervous system resonates to auditory rhythms. AFNNs model the perception of changing periodicities in metrical structures by applying a Hebbian learning rule to the oscillator frequencies in the network. We have found that, compared with GFNNs, AFNNs can produce a better response to stimuli with both steady and varying pulses.
The AFNN is paired with a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which models the longer-term temporal relations of the AFNN’s response and can be trained to generate new
rhythmic events through a prediction task.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section provides a very brief and non-exhaustive overview of some relevant literature, Section details our proposed model, and finally Section outlines a rhythm generation experiment we are planning to undertake to validate and evaluate the proposed model.

Background

Metrical Flux

The Generative Theory of Tonal Music (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983) was one of the first and most influential attempts to create formal models of the hierarchical structures inferred by listeners when listening to music. One such hierarchy is metrical structure, which are layers of beats existing in a hierarchically layered relationship with the rhythm. Each metrical level is associated with its own period, which divides the previous level’s period into a certain number of parts.

Humans often choose a common, comfortable metrical level to tap along to, which is commonly referred to as ‘the beat’. This this is a problematic term since a beat can also refer to a singular rhythmic event or a metrically inferred event. To avoid that ambiguity, we use the term ‘pulse’ (Grondin 2008).

Some genres of music, marches for instance, are designed to induce a strong beat perception. However, it is well known that humans can successfully identify metre and follow the tempo based off more expressive rhythms (Epstein 1995). One recent study on human beat induction found that subjects were able to adapt to relatively large fluctuations in tempo resulting from performances of piano music in various genres (Rankin, Large, and Fink 2009). Skilled performers are able to accurately reproduce a variation from one performance to the next (Todd 1989a), and listeners are also able to perceive meaning in the deviations from the implied metrical structure (Epstein 1995; Clarke 1999).

Automatically processing an audio signal to determine pulse events is known as beat tracking and has a long history of research dating back to 1990 (Allen and Dannenberg 1990). Some early work by Large used a single nonlinear oscillator to track beats in performed piano music (Large 1995). More recently, Böck et al. (Böck, Krebs, and Widmer 2015) used resonating comb filters with a type of RNN called a Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM) to achieve a state-of-the-art beat tracking result. Analysis of beat tracking failures has shown that beat trackers have great problems with varying tempo and expressive timing (Grosche, Müller, and Sapp 2010; Holzapfel et al. 2012).

Generative Rhythmic Expression

Todd (1989b) and Mozer (1994) were among the first to utilise a machine learning approach to music generation. This approach has some advantages over rule-based systems, which can be strict, lack novelty, and not deal with unexpected inputs very well. Instead, the structure of existing musical examples are learned by the system and generalisations are made from these learned structures to compose new pieces.

Both Todd and Mozer’s systems are RNNs that are trained to predict melody and rhythm. They take as input the current musical context as a pitch class and note onset marker and predict the same parameters at the next time step. In this way the problem of melody modelling is simplified by removing timbre and velocity elements, and discretising the time dimension into metrically windowed samples.

It is rare for generative music systems to produce temporal variations in their output, but a generative system that outputs an abstract symbolic rhythm could always have that rhythm “played” by a computer system for expressive music performance (CSEMP). Research into CSEMPs is a small but important field within Computer Music. In general, CSEMPs have received relatively little attention from both academia and the industry at large (Kirke and Miranda 2009). Widmer and Goebl (2004) have published an overview of existing computational models, and Kirke and Miranda (2009) have produced a survey of available CSEMPs.

Some research has been done on rhythmic expression modelling, such as Todd’s computational model of rubato (Todd 1989a), which is one of the most common expressive devices when performing music. Todd’s model incorporates a hierarchic model for timing units from a piece-wise global scale to beat-wise local scale. An internal representation is formed and then used in a mapping function, outputting a duration structure as a list of numbers. Even though the model makes predictions about timing and rubato, it forms an analytical theory of performance rather than a prescriptive theory.

Some holistic approaches have been made, most notably from IRCAM in Omax (Assayag et al. 2006) and Improtek (Nika et al. 2014). These systems are both generative improvisation systems, designed to be played with a human musician. Omax’s design is to ignore the pulse entirely by restructuring the audio input. Improtek uses a beat-tracker to detect tempo, which is then fixed for the remainder of the improvisation.

Sometimes the application of expressive articulation is left to human performers. One example of this is Eigenfeldt’s An Unnatural Selection (2015). In a form of improvisation, musical phrases were generated by a genetic algorithm in score form, which were then sight read by eight human musicians. The musicians played these generated phrases, side-stepping the need for this to be generated by the system itself.

Proposed Model

System Overview

Our system takes a holistic approach to rhythm generation and expressive timing; it is a rhythm generating system which includes an expressive timing model its output.

Our previous work used a similar model utilising GFNNs. We trained the system to predict both pitch and rhythm in metrically-quantised time-series data of folk melodies (Lambert, Weyde, and Armstrong 2014). In an-
other study, an expressive rhythm prediction experiment using a piano corpus showed encouraging rhythm prediction accuracy (Lambert, Weyde, and Armstrong 2015).

Figure 1 shows an overview of the model. There is a singular input (A), which could be symbolic or audio data. This is converted into a time-series data signal (B), retaining only rhythmic onsets. We choose a relatively high sample rate (86.15Hz) to minimise any metric quantisation and retain timing variance.

An AFNN (C), a bank of nonlinear resonating oscillators, is stimulated by the signal and forms the core pulse and metré modelling in the system. AFNNs are a novel contribution and are described in more detail below. Before the AFNN stage, the model could still be described as a discrete time model, but since the AFNN is a system of differential equations integrated through a time-step, we are using a continuous time model from which we sample values at discrete time points.

The resonances formed in (C) are then used as inputs to an RNN (D). RNNs have excellent time-series prediction properties and have been trained to predict expressively-timed rhythmic onsets. For our system we choose the LSTM network, due to its ability to learn long-term dependencies (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), and its prior success at generating musical structures (Eck and Schmidhuber 2002). The RNN’s prediction (E) is used to render a new audio or symbolic rhythm (F) and can be combined with a pitch output to generate a complete melody. A feedback loop connects (E) to (B) so the system can operate autonomously or as part of an ensemble.

Adaptive Frequency Neural Network

The system described relies on signal processing and machine learning models that have been tried and tested for decades, even within music generation software. One novel contribution of our research has been the creation and inclusion of the AFNN, which is a variation on the GFNN. The neuro-cognitive model of nonlinear resonance models the way the nervous system resonates to auditory rhythms by representing a population of neurons as a canonical nonlinear oscillator (Large 2010). A GFNN consists of a number of canonical oscillators distributed across a frequency spectrum, and has been shown to predict beat induction behaviour from humans (Large, Herrera, and Velasco 2015). Figure 2 shows the amplitude of oscillators over time in a GFNN when stimulated by an isochronous rhythm. The resonant response of the network adds rhythm-harmonic frequency information to the signal, and the GFNN’s entrainment properties allow each oscillator to phase shift, resulting in deviations from their natural frequencies. Canonical oscillators will resonate to an external stimulus that contains frequencies at integer ratio relationships to its natural frequency. This sets nonlinear resonance apart from many linear filtering methods such as the resonating comb filters used in (Klapuri, Eronen, and Astola 2006) and Kalman filters (Kalman 1960). This makes GFNNs good candidates for modelling the perception of temporal dynamics in music.

However, we have found that GFNNs can sometimes become noisy, especially when the pulse frequency fluctuates (Lambert, Weyde, and Armstrong 2014; 2015). This can be observed in Figure 2; at approximately 25s a tempo change occurs but a resonant memory of the previous stimulation persists. This persistent resonance causes an interference effect on the output of the network.

In our previous work, we have addressed this issue by taking an average of the oscillators as a single output. This retained a meaningful representation of the oscillation, but ultimately removed important information. A selective filter could also be applied, by comparing each oscillator with the mean amplitude of the GFNN, and only retaining resonating oscillators. However, this is not an ideal solution as new frequencies would not be selected until they begin to resonate above the selection threshold, meaning that new resonances in changing tempos may be missed.

The AFNN attempts to address both the interference within GFNNs, and improve the GFNN’s ability to track changing frequencies, by introducing a Hebbian learning rule on oscillator frequencies. This rule is an adapted form of the general model introduced by Righetti, Buchli, and Ijspeert (2006). Their method depends on an external driving
stimulus \(x(t)\), and the state of the oscillator in terms of amplitude \(r\) and phase \(\phi\), driving the frequency \(\omega\) toward the frequency of the stimulus. The frequency adaptation is influenced by the choice of a force scaling parameter, \(\epsilon\). \(\epsilon\) also scales with \(r\), meaning that higher amplitudes (stronger resonances) are affected less by the rule.

This method differs from other adaptive oscillator models such as McAuley’s phase-resetting model (McAuley 1995) by maintaining a Hebbian biological plausibility. It is also a general method that has been proven to be valid for limit cycles of any form. For this proof, see (Righetti, Buchli, and Ijspeert 2006).

We have adapted this rule to also include a linear elasticity. The elastic force is an implementation of Hooke’s Law, which describes a force that strengthens with displacement. We have introduced this rule to ensure the AFNN retains a spread of frequencies (and thus metrical structure) across the gradient. The elastic force is relative to natural frequency, and can be scaled through its own parameter. Eq. (1) shows the final adaptive rule:

\[
\frac{d\omega}{dt} = -\frac{\epsilon_f}{r} x(t)\sin(\phi) - \frac{\epsilon_h}{r} \left(\frac{\omega - \omega_0}{\omega_0}\right)
\]

(1)

By balancing the adaptive \((\epsilon_f)\) and elastic \((\epsilon_h)\) parameters, the oscillator frequency is able to entrain to a greater range of frequencies, whilst also returning to its natural frequency \((\omega_0)\) when the stimulus is removed. Figure 3 shows the frequencies adapting over time in the AFNN under sinusoidal input. These two new interacting adaptive rules allow for a great reduction in the number of oscillators in the network (compared with a GFNN), which minimises oscillator interference whilst also maintaining a frequency spread across the gradient. We have conducted initial experiments with AFNNs and observed improved response from AFNNs with 16 oscillators, compared with the 289 oscillators used in (Large, Herrera, and Velasco 2015).

**Evaluation**

At the time of writing this paper, we feel we have gathered sufficient evidence to suggest that the model outlined above is viable as an online interactive generative rhythm system. We are now in the process of planning an experiment to validate and evaluate the generative outputs of the system.

The RNN requires training before it can be used in production mode. In a similar vein to a previous expressive rhythm prediction experiment (Lambert, Weyde, and Armstrong 2015), the RNN layer will be trained to predict rhythm onsets based off the AFNN’s input. Once trained, the RNN will then be capable of generating new rhythms rendered in a similar expressive feel to the training corpus.

We have selected a symbolic corpus of monophonic Jazz solos as the target data for this, named the Jazzomat dataset (Frieler et al. 2013). This dataset is a comprehensive and representative database of jazz solos, transcribed from audio releases.

There are several benefits to choosing this dataset. Firstly it is monophonic, meaning that we avoid having to assign voices to the output rhythm. Secondly, the pieces are categorised by several rhythmic classes in terms style, genre and ‘rhythm feel’. We can train several models, segmenting the training into these categories in addition to a combined version. Finally, using an annotated symbolic corpus means we can statistically compare features of our generated rhythms with the corpus, as well as perform phrase segmentation to create meaningful extracts for the training. Exploring other datasets is left for future work.

The RNN layer will be trained with cross-validation on extracted excerpts from the dataset. The internal feedback loop will be disabled during this training process. An auxiliary output of the experiment will be an analysis of how well the AFNN and RNN can capture and model the dataset.

Once training is complete we can evaluate the models with quantitative and statistical metrics such as F-measure, and select the best performing networks to be put into ‘production mode’. In production mode the feedback loop will be reactivated, and the network will be seeded with an initial rhythmic pattern. The feedback loop will cause the system to generate new rhythms which will be recorded ready for the qualitative evaluation stage.

The tentative design of the qualitative evaluation takes the form of an online listening test. Both the generated rhythms and test phrases extracted from the dataset (unseen during training) will be rendered to audio. Users will be presented with three patterns at a time, which will be a mixture of generated and ground-truth data. The listeners will be asked to make similarity and quality judgements on two or more generated and ground-truth rhythms. We will gather some information about the listeners such as music qualifications and tastes, but the listening test will be anonymous and online-only.

This evaluation will give us some insight as to the validity of the model. Through the relative similarity scores we can identify if our generated rhythms sit within the same perceptual space as those from the dataset. If there is a discrepancy we can try to explain it through the quantitative measures.
Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a system and evaluation method for continuous-time rhythm generation. This work is still in progress and as such we invite the MUME community’s feedback on any part of our process.
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